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ABSTRACT: Women were always meant to work in the kitchen, but later, time changed. They started being educated, 

and they also started going to work. Still, life isn’t easy for them. They are forced to submit themselves to a lot of 

stereotypes and gender discrimination that are imposed on them in their work space. Beginning from the curse that was 

imposed on them in the Bible, this paper will analyse the gender discrimination imposed on them, with reference to a few 

Tamil movies and some popular advertisements. Furthermore, this paper will analyze the problem with respect to equal 

wages for both men and women, and also will look at the gender discrimination faced by the trans-women community.  
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INTRODUCTION 
                 

 Man was created in the image of God. As it is mentioned in the Christian scripture, “The Bible”, Adam, the first man was 

put to deep sleep and God took one of Adam’s ribs, and closed up the flesh in its place. Then the Lord made the rib into a 

woman, and He brought it to man. Adam named her Eve. According to the Christian belief, this is how a woman was 

created. Therefore, there wouldn’t have been an opportunity for a woman to emerge herself without the help of a man, 

because her mere existence is only because of the rib that was taken from the man. This gives us the feeling that women 

are clearly dependant on men, and there is no way for a woman to live without a man, but a man could live without a 

woman, because Adam did live even before Eve came into existence. In this current scenario, a working man is looked up 

with a great respect, whereas, a working woman is looked up with great suspicion; a working man is a pride to the family 

whereas a working woman has all the chances of bringing disgrace to the family.  

                

In addition to all this, when Eve was tempted by the serpent, she was easy on it that she became deceived, and later Adam 

also was a subject to the sin, because he also ate the fruit which was forbidden to them. As a punishment of their sin, Eve 

had a curse on her. God said to her, “I will greatly multiply your sorrow and your conception; in pain you shall bring forth 

children; Your desire shall be for your husband, and he shall rule over you.” Furthermore, God also cursed Adam, and to 

him He said, “Cursed is the ground for your sake; in toil you shall eat of it all the days of your life. Both thorns and thistles 

it shall bring forth for you, and you shall eat the herb of the field. In the sweat of your face you shall eat bread till you 

return to the ground, for out of it you were taken; for dust you are, and to dust you shall return.”  

                     

The curse on man was that he would have to work hard to satisfy his hunger, whereas for woman, she would suffer severe 

pain, when she gives birth. But today, the curse is not just applicable for man, while women have also taken the curse 

upon their head, since they have also started working. Women were meant to confine themselves to the four walls of the 

kitchen. There is a well known verse, which says, “What is the need for education for a woman who is meant to take care 

of the stove?” But, women have broken their stereotypes, and they have broken their cages. They try to fly with their 

beautiful wings, but at most of the cases, their wings are severed. They are sometimes bound to a lot of promotion ethics 

and sexual abuse, which they get to face on a regular basis. A few Tamil movies, bring out the crisis that a woman have to 

face when she decides to break her cage, and a few advertisements, with their promotional advantage, portray the working 

woman on a positive light. This paper will analyse those movies, and the advertisements. The gender discrimination that 

every trans-woman faces in their working sectors will also be discussed in this paper.  
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PROMOTION ETHICS 
                 

There are several instances where women are forced to sleep with their bosses, for the sake of promotion or increment. 

According to the US based centre for Work Life – Policy, “15% of women have slept with their bosses and 37% of them 

got promoted for it.” When women and men are not considered to be equal, women give them up as a prey for the sexual 

appetite of the men at higher positions, mainly because they don’t want to lose their job, or they would like to have a 

promotion in their job. A HR said, “In my experience, it tended to be women in their 20s and 30s who slept with their 

bosses. I think sometimes they do it out of naivety or flattery, but I have also seen women try to leverage the situation or 

show off to colleagues, because they perceive themselves to be in a position of power [because they’re sleeping with the 

boss]. And undoubtedly some of them were doing it to try and keep a job or get promotion too.”  

                 

There are cases reported that women were allegedly forced to have a sexual relationship with men, promising that they 

would be provided with a good job, as a model, but were finally cheated on it. While they could be easily deceived in the 

name of promotion, they easily become the sex toy to the bosses, who use them for their pleasure. Even in porn videos, 

the actors depict the scenes of an employee and a boss, and the man easily man powers the woman for his pleasure, and 

she has no other opportunity to give up to his will, because, he is strong, and he has a strong influence. These sorts of 

videos are liked by a lot of people, because it seems to portray a lot of fun.  

 

VIOLENCE AND EXPLOITATION 
                    

 Women face exploitation and violence everywhere, and particularly in their workspace. When they start working in a 

particular place, they become subjects of attraction for all the men in that place, and in addition, there is nothing which 

could stop them from approaching them with their sexual motive, because the circumstances contribute to it. Women 

have to take up night shifts, and when they approach her, they can’t resist it, because there is something they call as a 

friendly approach. In addition to all these circumstances, women, even if they are sexually abused, they silence themselves, 

because, it is their career, which they don’t want to get spoiled.  

                    

Amal Awad, a Sydney-based journalist and author, says, “I had lost a valuable professional relationship because I rejected 

his advances.” This is the problem faced by a number of women who take up a career to establish themselves. On the 9th 

of November, 2017, Montreal Gazette reported an incident, where Dr. Robinson, an anaesthesiologist, harassed a McGill 

University Health Centre respiratory therapist, and this harassment started when she was 21, which makes it three years of 

continuous harassment. He had sent her explicit sex messages, and made lewd comments at work. He even tried to caress 

her in the operating room. Furthermore, he tried offering her thousands of dollars to sleep with him, and at times, he had 

followed her after work. Sexual abuse and harassment have become a major part of working women’s lives.  

 

INTERPRETATION OF WORKING WOMEN IN MOVIES 
                  

The representation of women in movies, itself is not very constructive. There are merely portrayed to be sex toys, or they 

are objectified, just to attract the crowd to watch the movie. In particular representation the Tamil movies, very often 

women are made to wear skimpy clothes, and dance with the hero of the movie. At times, they are portrayed as not less 

than an object, whose dream is only to find a man who is macho enough.  

 

Magalir Mattum: 

                 “Magalir Mattum” is one of the movies of the Tamil industry which spoke of the problems in workspace. The 

first part of the movie starts by mentioning that a bus would be only ladies, only in the case where the driver is also a lady. 

This movie, which is named to be “ladies only”, depicts a short span of three women’s lives. Janaki, is a character who is 

forced to work since her husband lost his job. Though he is very caring and affectionate towards her, Janaki faces a lot of 

sexual abuse in the form of her manager. Paapuma, is a less educated women, who works as a sweeper in the same office.  
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Though her husband goes to work as an autorikshaw driver, he spoilt himself with his addiction to alcohol. But, Paapuma 

manages to love her husband in her life. The third woman in this story is Sathya, who is a degree holder, is against men 

demanding dowry to marry her. While all the three work in the same office, they are the victims of the manager, Pandian’s 

sexual appetite.  

                        

The manager depicts a very firm male chauvinist, that he once says, “Why do you even come to work? You know how 

many men in the country is jobless, though they are educated? I gave job to you pitying that you are a woman, but you 

cause loss to this office and also to the country.” Women are not the subjects of pity but are the subjects of reverence. The 

manager continuously tries to touch all the women workers, and they tend to silence themselves, because if they resist, it 

would be the job which is at stake. Janaki, would mention at one point that she wants to relieve herself from the job, 

because, she doesn’t want to be a prey to the manager.  

                              

He tells to Paapuma, “Paapuma, don’t come to the office anymore. If you want, go late.” The tone of his statement clearly 

explains how much thirsty he was to abuse her sexually. Sathya, one of the three women characters in the story is 

portrayed to be a bold woman who gets her voice to be heard. When the manager tries to gift her a silk saree, which costs 

Rs.5, 000/-, she responds very swiftly. The manager wanted to make sexual advances to her by gifting her, a costly saree, 

but she says, “Sir, Do you think women are that cheap? It should be a father of a woman or her husband, who should be 

gifting her, a saree. You are none of those. What you did right now is utter stupidity.”  

                        

Later, the manager tried to gift the saree to Paapuma, and the conversation between her and the manager, shows the cheap 

attitude of the manager, who simply thinks that just because he is of a superior position, he can use any women to satisfy 

his sexual appetite.  

 

Paapuma: I’m married sir. 

Manager: Even I’m married. Just because a lotus has bloomed in clay mud, how could it be left to stay there? Aren’t we 

supposed to keep it in a bungalow?  

Paapuma: Leave me.  

Manager: Paapuma, I’ll have an affair with you Paapuma.  

Paapuma: What are you saying dialogues for? Take off your hand. 

Manager: Don’t leave your luck off.  

                      

The manager tried to force her into a sexual relationship, and when he was hugging her, the wife of the manager walked in. 

He managed to escape from the messy situation, by using his power over Paapuma. He said that the place wasn’t clean and 

therefore, he was doing his job as a manager, by instructing her where to clean. Paapuma, is silenced here because, she 

doesn’t want to lose her job, which she might if she opens up.  

                  

As the story proceeds, there are a lot of cases, where the manager takes advantage of the female staffs. Once, he asks 

Janaki, to stay back at the office, even after everyone had left, so that there wouldn’t be anyone to question him of his 

abuse against Janaki. Later when he realises that Janaki, mixed the rat killer in the coffee by mistake, he uses it as a weapon 

to force the three women to sleep with him. He even mentions that the three days that they’ll be spending with his, as a 

compensation of their mistake would be, “Just like a honeymoon.”  

                 

This story clearly depicts all the problems a woman would face in her workspace. There are men who are virtuous, which 

is agreed one hundred percent. But, at some cases, they become subjects of abuse and sexual advantages, than being 

treated as a human being.   

Iruthi suttru:  

                “Iruthi suttru” is a movie which also portrays the sexual abuse that a woman would face in the field that she 

works in. In the beginning of the story, there is a verbal reference, that Lux, a character in the story who is a boxer, had a 

sexual relationship with a boxing coach, to come up to a recognised level in boxing. 
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 It is later revealed that Lux, the sister of the main character Mathi, had these sort of affairs, not because she wanted to, 

but to get a job in the police field, which will help her family to live peacefully, without any strife for financial stability. 

This shows how it is not based on the talent that they gain recognition, but recognition comes to them on the level of 

which they are ready to compromise on their virginity and intergrity.  

                  

Mathi, the main character of the story is trained by a coach, Prabhu to box. Prabhu doesn’t make any sexual advances to 

her. Due to a misunderstanding, Mathi looses the trust of her coach, and therefore, she had to play the game under 

another coach. After losing the match, Dev, who is another coach with high reputation, calls her in to his coach and they 

have a conversation. After promising that he’ll get her to a higher position, expects a sexual pleasure from her, for which 

Mathi resists, and also harms him. He shouts at her saying, “I’ll destroy you.” Once she rushes out of the coach in train, a 

girl blocks her and asks her if Prabhu sir didn’t do anything like this to her, for which Mathi denies. The girl 

instantaneously replied, “That’s why he left you. Talent alone won’t take you anywhere. Go ask your sister.”     

                   

When Lux and Mathi gets into an argument, Lux reveals that she had gone through a lot of troubles, and it was all because 

she wanted a job, and all was for the family.  

                   

This story also speaks of how promotion for a woman comes only from pleasing a man in his bed, for those who are with 

sexual appetite. There are a very few recognitions to talent, whereas there is a humungous recognition to sexuality.  

 

Kudumbam oru kadhambam:  

                     

“Kudumbam oru Kadhambam, is a story which covers the life of four different families. Kannan, one of the characters in 

the story is married to Uma. Both of them go to work, and though Uma doesn’t want to work, for she wants to take care 

of her child, Kannan is not comfortable with it. But, when Uma gets promoted than Kannan, it creates a problem in their 

family, because now the crisis is with the prestige of the husband.   

                       

Broker Paramasivan and Parvathi is another family, and here Paramasivan is not comfortable sending his wife to work, 

though they suffer from severe poverty. Parvathi is educated, and she could gain a good job if she tired but because of her 

husband’s discomfort, her family is a victim of poverty. But, poverty doesn’t let his grit to sustain for a long time.  

                         

 Lakshmi is an elderly woman who has a son and a daughter. Her husband, Srinivasa Raghavan, who is a degree holder, 

had never gone to work, which has let the family suffer with poverty. Lakshmi is the only bread winner of the family, and 

when she gets ill, the daughter takes it over, and starts working, without the knowledge of her parents. The son, is 

fantasized by the whims and fancies of this world that he doesn’t want to work, but simply have fun. The father, Srinivasa 

Raghavan, figures out that his daughter goes to a house every day, and assumes that she has involved herself into a bad 

relationship, which gets her a lot of money. When her father doubts her, she reveals that it’s the place where she is 

working as a nurse to take care of a diseased person.  

                       

 This story revolves around three women and their working scenario. While one doesn’t want to work, and the other wants 

to go to work, and the other one is forced to go to work. Their decisions only come from the male around them. This 

story tells us how a working woman also has to face problems in her family.  

   

INTERPRETATION OF WORKING WOMEN IN ADVERTISEMENTS 
          

 There are a few advertisements which portray working women with different shades. 

Airtel:  

              One of the airtel advertisements was banned from screening, because of the stereotype that it imposed on 

women. A woman, who was a hard working boss, manages to order everyone to get their work done, including her 

husband, who works under the supervision. Once she goes back home, she takes up the role of a homemaker, and cooks 

variety of food for her husband, and invites him to eat. 
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 When a man has to concentrate only on his work, the woman had to be the boss at the office, and a homemaker at home. 

The advertisement imposes a multi tasking responsibility on the working women, depicting that they are responsible for 

their office and also their chores at home.  

 

Tanishq:  

                A woman walks in to check her employee’s work, and see that she is working really hard on her presentation. 

When she notices her earrings which are elaborate, asks her to loose them, because she wanted the clients to concentrate 

only on the presentation. When she comes with the earrings on her, she tells her boss, “Don’t worry, the presentation 

looks even better than me.” This presentation shows how a boss doesn’t want to attract the clients to the appearance of 

the woman who is working, because that is equal to inviting trouble.  

 

Anouk:  

              This advertisement shows how a boss doesn’t want her best employee to work with her, only because she is 

pregnant. Though the employee had spent her life working on that particular project, she looses the project because she is 

carrying a baby. The employee ends up opening up a workspace for her and she started to work on her own. This 

advertisement shows how women have a break in their career, whereas it is not the case for men. Women have to learn to 

bounce back from their boundary, and therefore, establish their career.     

 

GENDER DISCRIMINATION AMONG TRANS-WOMEN WORKERS 
               

Trans-women are people who are biologically male and genetically female. They are called with names such as ‘Ali’, ‘Hijra’, 

‘Eunuch’, etc. They are usually related to sex work. Since they don’t get recognised as a woman or a man, they are totally 

left out, and that creates a lot of crisis in their life. There trans-women are denied of education, and they are not provided 

with any job. They are only seen as beggars or as people who sell their body for money. When they try to get a job for 

themselves, they are denied. Ms. Grace, who is a trans-women who does saree business, says, “Please give jobs to us, and 

recognise that we also belong to this world. It hurts when you don’t accept us. If you see a trans-woman looking for job, 

give them the simplest of the job that you can offer. If we could earn for our living, we wouldn’t engage ourselves into any 

taboo professions.”  

                 

Ms. Ponni is a trans-woman who is a Bharathanatiyam dancer. She has done a lot of performances, also in the presence of 

great leaders. When asked on how her workspace is, she said, “People who are interested in learning Bharathanatiyam 

come to my classes, and when they realize that I am a trans-woman, they stop coming to the classes. Sometimes, I would 

break down that I am not respected for my talent, but avoided for my gender, but I have learnt to be happy with my talent 

that God gave me.”  

                

Gender discrimination is so harsh on the trans-women community, that they are not respected for who they are. They are 

avoided just because they are trans-women. When we start to accept them for who they are, the world would become a 

better place to live in.   

 

CONCLUSION 
                  

Gender is a gift given by God. None can determine their own sex before they are born. Every human being come as a 

blessing to this world, and when they are blessed with a life on earth, no man has the right to stop him or her. It could be a 

working woman or a working man, they have to be independent, and they should be respected for who they are. Working 

women are people who have learnt to juggle their responsibilities, and manage all their tasks. Let’s respect them, and make 

this world a comfortable place for them to live, and not a bitter one.  
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